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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a hybrid text normalization system
using multi-head self-attention. The system combines the ad-
vantages of a rule-based model and a neural model for text
preprocessing tasks. Previous studies in Mandarin text nor-
malization usually use a set of hand-written rules, which are
hard to improve on general cases. The idea of our proposed
system is motivated by the neural models from recent stud-
ies and has a better performance on our internal news corpus.
This paper also includes different attempts to deal with imbal-
anced pattern distribution of the dataset. Overall, the perfor-
mance of the system is improved by over 1.5% on sentence-
level and it has a potential to improve further.
Index Terms— Text Normalization, Multi-Head Self-
Attention, Imbalanced Dataset, Mandarin
1. INTRODUCTION
Text Normalization (TN) is a process to transform non-
standard words (NSW) into spoken-form words (SFW) for
disambiguation. In Text-To-Speech (TTS), text normalization
is an essential procedure to normalize unreadable numbers,
symbols or characters, such as transforming “$20” to “twenty
dollars” and “@” to “at”, into words that can be used in
speech synthesis. The surrounding context is the determinant
for ambiguous cases in TN. For example, the context will de-
cide whether to read “2019” as year or a number, and whether
to read “10:30” as time or the score of a game. In Mandarin,
some cases depend on language habit instead of rules- “2”
can either be read as “e`r” or “liaˇng” and “1” as “y¯ı” or “ya¯o”.
Currently, based on the traditional taxonomy approach
for NSW[1], the Mandarin TN tasks are generally resolved
by rule-based systems which use keywords and regular ex-
pressions to determine the SFW of ambiguous words[2, 3].
These systems typically classify NSW into different pattern
groups, such as abbreviations, numbers, etc., and then into
sub-groups, such as phone number, year, etc., which has cor-
responding NSW-SFW transformations. Zhou[4] and Jia[5]
proposed systems which use maximum entropy (ME) to fur-
ther disambiguate the NSW with multiple pattern matches.
For the NSW given the context constraints, the highest prob-
ability corresponds to the highest entropy. Liou[6] proposed
a system of data-driven models which combines a rule-based
and a keyword-based TN module. The second module classi-
fies preceding and following words around the keywords and
then trains a CRF model to predict the NSW patterns based
on the classification results. There are some other hybrid
systems[7, 8] which use NLP models and rules separately to
help normalize hard cases in TN.
For recent NLP studies, sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models have achieved impressive progress in TN tasks in En-
glish and Russian[9, 10]. Seq2seq models typically encode
sequences into a state vector, which is decoded into an out-
put vector from its learnt vector representation and then to
a sequence. Different seq2seq models with bi-LSTM, bi-
GRU with attention are proposed in [10, 11]. Zhang and
Sproat proposed a contextual seq2seq model, which uses a
sliding-window and RNN with attention[9]. In this model,
bi-directional GRU is used in both encoder and decoder, and
the context words are labeled with “〈self〉”, helping the model
distinguish the NSW and the context.
However, seq2seq models have several downsides when
directly applied in Mandarin TN tasks. As mentioned in [9],
the sequence output directly from a seq2seq model can lead
to unrecoverable errors. The model sometimes changes the
context words which should be kept the same. Our exper-
iments produce similar errors. For example, “Podnieks, An-
drew 2000” is transformed to “Podncourt, Andrew Two Thou-
sand”, changing “Podnieks” to “Podncourt”. These errors
cannot be detected by the model itself. In [12], rules are ap-
plied to two specific categories to resolve silly errors, but this
method is hard to apply to all cases. Another challenge in
Mandarin is the word segmentation since words are not sep-
arated by spaces and the segmentation could depend on the
context. Besides, some NSW may have more than one SFW
in Mandarin, making the seq2seq model hard to train. For
example, “两千零八年” and “二零零八年” are both accept-
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able SFW for “2008年”. The motivation of this paper is to
combine the advantages of a rule-based model for its flexibil-
ity and a neural model to enhance the performance on more
general cases. To avoid the problems of seq2seq models, we
consider the TN task as a multi-class classification problem
with carefully designed patterns for the neural model.
The contributions of this paper include the following.
First, this is the first known TN system for Mandarin which
uses a neural model with multi-head self-attention. Second,
we propose a hybrid system combining a rule-based model
and a neural model. Third, we experiment with different
approaches to deal with imbalanced dataset in the TN task.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the detailed structure of the proposed hybrid system and its
training and inference. In Section 3, the performance of dif-
ferent system configurations is evaluated on different datasets.
And the conclusion is given in Section 4.
2. METHOD
2.1. Rule-based TN model
The rule-based TN model can handle the TN task alone and is
the baseline in our experiments. It has the same idea as in [9]
but has a more complicated system of rules with priorities.
The model contains 45 different groups and about 300 pat-
terns as sub-groups, each of which uses a keyword with reg-
ular expressions to match the preceding and following texts.
Each pattern also has a priority value. During normalization,
each sentence is fed as input and the NSW will be matched
by the regular expressions. The model tries to match patterns
with longer context and slowly decrease the context length
until a match is found. If there are multiple pattern matches
with the same length, the one with a higher priority will be
chosen for the NSW. The model has been developed on abun-
dant test data and bad cases. The advantage of the rule-based
system is the flexibility, since one can simply add more spe-
cial cases when they appear, such as new units. However,
improving the performance of this system on more general
cases becomes a bottleneck. For example, in a report of a
football game, it cannot transform “1-3” to score if there are
no keywords like “score” or “game” close to it.
2.2. Proposed Hybrid TN system
We propose a hybrid TN system as in Fig. 1, which combines
the rule-based model and a neural model to make up the short-
comings of one another. The system inputs are raw texts. The
NSW are first extracted from the original text using regular
expressions. We only extract NSW that are digit and sym-
bol related, and other NSW like English abbreviations will
be processed in the rule-based model. Then the system per-
forms a priority check on the NSW, and all matched strings
will be sent into the rule-based model. The priority patterns
include definite NSW such as “911” and other user-defined
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed hybrid TN system.
strings. Then the remaining patterns are passed through the
neural model to be classified into one of the pattern groups.
Before normalizing the classified NSW in the pattern reader,
the format of each classified NSW is checked with regular
expressions, and the illegal ones will be filtered back to the
rule-based system. For example, classifying “10%” to read as
year is illegal. In the pattern reader, each pattern label has a
unique process function to perform the NSW-SFW transfor-
mation. Finally, all of the normalized SFW are inserted back
to the text segmentations to form the output sentences.
Multi-head self-attention was proposed by Google[13] in
the model of transformer. The model uses self-attention in
the encoder and decoder and encoder-decoder attention in be-
tween. Motivated by the structure of transformer, multi-head
self-attention is adopted in our neural model and the struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 2. Compared with other modules like
LSTM and GRU, self-attention can efficiently extract the in-
formation of the NSW with all context in parallel and is fast
to train. The core part of the neural model is similar to the
encoder of a transformer. The inputs of the model are the
sentences with their manually labeled NSW. We take a 30-
character context window around each NSW and send it to the
Fig. 2. Multi-head self-attention model structure.
embedding layer. Padding is used when the window exceeds
the sentence range. After 8 heads of self-attention, the model
outputs a vector with dimension of the number of patterns. Fi-
nally, the highest masked softmax probability is chosen as the
classified pattern group. The mask uses a regular expression
to check if the NSW contain symbols and filters illegal ones
such as classifying “12:00” as pure number, which is like a
bi-class classification before softmax is applied.
For the loss function, in order to solve the problem of im-
balanced dataset, which will be talked about in 3.1, the final
selection of the loss function is motivated by [14]:
L =
{
−αt(1− p)γ log(p), if y = 1
−αtpγ log(1− p), if y = 0
(1)
where αt and γ are hyper-parameters, p’s are the pattern prob-
abilities after softmax, and y is the correctness of the predic-
tion. In our experiment, we choose αt = 0.5 and γ = 4.
2.3. Training and Inference
The neural TN model is trained alone with inputs of labeled
sentences and outputs of pattern groups. And the inference
is on the entire hybrid TN system in Fig1, which takes the
original text with NSW as input and text with SFW as output.
The training data is split into 36 different classes, each of
which has its own NSW-SFW transformation. The distribu-
tion of the dataset is the same with the NSW in our internal
news corpus and is imbalanced, which is one of the challenges
for our neural model. The approaches to deal with the imbal-
anced dataset are discussed in the next section.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Training Dataset
The training dataset contains 100,747 pattern labels. The texts
are in Mandarin with a small proportion of English charac-
ters. The patterns are digit or symbol related, and patterns like
English abbreviations are not included in the training labels.
There are 36 classes in total, and some examples are listed in
Table 1. The first 8 are patterns with digits and symbols, and
there could be substitutions among “∼”, “-”, “—” and “:” in a
single group. The last 2 patterns are language related- “1” and
“2” have different pronunciations based on language habit in
Mandarin. Fig. 3 is a pie chart of the training label distribu-
tion. Notice that the top 5 patterns take up more than 90% of
all labels, which makes the dataset imbalanced.
Table 1. Examples of some dataset pattern rules.
Pattern Name Pattern Example
A Read No Zero 200 people
A Spell Keep Zero The 2020 Conference
B Percent Only 10% of students voted
B Range about 10-15 degree
B Score Ratio Team A is 30-10 leading
B Slash Per There are five people/group
B Time It starts at 10:30
B Date YMD Today is 2019-10-01
A Two Liang 2个人 (2 people)
A One Yao Spell 打911 (Call 911)
A_Read_No_Zero
60%A_Spell_Keep_Zero
13%
A_Read_Other
7%
B_Percent
6%
None
5%
B_Range
2%
A_Two_Liang
1%
B_Score_Ratio
1%
A_One_Yao_Spell
1%
B_Slash_Per
1%
B_Time
1%
B_Date_YMD
1%
Fig. 3. Label distribution for dataset.
Imbalanced dataset is a challenge for the task because
the top patterns are taking too much attention so that most
weights might be determined by the easier ones. We have
tried different methods to deal with this problem. The first
method is data expansion using oversampling. Attempts in-
clude duplicating the text with low pattern proportion, replac-
ing first few characters with paddings in the window, ran-
domly changing digits, and shifting the context window. The
other method is to add loss control in the model as mentioned
in 2.2. The loss function helps the model to focus on harder
cases in different classes and therefore reduce the impact of
the imbalanced data. The experimental results are in 3.3.
3.2. System Configuration
For sentence embedding, pre-trained embedding models are
used to boost training. We experiment on a word-to-vector
(w2v) model trained on Wikipedia corpus and a trained
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) model. The experimental result is in 3.3.
The experiments show that using a fixed context window
achieves better performance than padding to the maximum
length of all sentences. And padding with 1’s gives a slightly
better performance than with 0’s. During inference, all NSW
patterns in one sentence need to be processed simultaneously
before transforming to SFW to keep their original context.
3.3. Model Performance
Table 2 compares the highest pattern accuracy on the test set
of 7 different neural model setups. Model 2-7’s configuration
differences are compared with Model 1: 1) proposed configu-
ration; 2) replace w2v with BERT; 3) replace padding with 1’s
to 0’s; 4) replace the context window length of 30 with maxi-
mum sentence length; 5) replace the loss with Cross Entropy
(CE) loss; 6) remove mask; 7) apply data expansion.
Table 2. Comparison of different experimental setups.
Experimental setup Accuracy
Model 1 (proposed) 0.916
Model 2 (+ BERT) 0.904
Model 3 (+ pad 0’s) 0.914
Model 4 (+ max window) 0.907
Model 5 (+ CE loss) 0.913
Model 6 (- mask) 0.910
Model 7 (+ data expansion) 0.908
Overall, w2v model has a better performance than BERT.
A possible reason is that the model with BERT overfits the
training data. The result also shows that data expansion does
not give us better accuracy even though we find the model be-
comes more robust and has better performance on the lower
proportioned patterns. This is because it changes the pattern
distribution and the performance on the top proportioned pat-
terns decreases a little, resulting in a large number of misclas-
sifications. This is a tradeoff between a robust and a high-
accuracy model, and we choose Model 1 for the following
test since our golden set uses accuracy as the metric.
The neural model with the proposed configuration is eval-
uated on the test set of each pattern group. The test dataset
has the same distribution as training data and precision/recall
are evaluated on each pattern group. The F1 score is the har-
monic mean of precision and recall. The results of the top
proportioned patterns are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Model performance on the test dataset.
Pattern Name Precision Recall F1
A Read No Zero 0.974 0.979 0.977
A Spell Keep Zero 0.932 0.916 0.924
B Percent 0.998 0.990 0.994
B Range 0.932 0.932 0.932
B Time 0.969 0.912 0.939
B Score Ratio 0.962 0.962 0.962
B Slash Per 0.994 0.966 0.980
B Date YMD 1.000 0.923 0.960
A Two Liang 0.613 0.797 0.693
A One Yao Spell 0.637 0.631 0.634
Overall Accuracy 0.916
The proposed hybrid TN system is tested on our internal
golden set of NSW-SFW pairs. It would be considered as an
error if any character of the transformed and ground-truth sen-
tences is different. The golden set has 67853 sentences, each
of which contains 1-10 NSW strings. The sentence accuracy
and pattern accuracy are listed in Table 4. On sentence-level,
the accuracy increases by 1.5%, which indicates an improve-
ment of correctness on over 1000 sentences. The improve-
ment is mainly on ambiguous NSW that don’t have obvious
keywords for rules to match and in long sentences.
Table 4. Model performance on the news golden set.
Sentence Accuracy Pattern Accuracy
Rule-based TN model 0.867 0.941
Proposed TN system 0.882 0.958
4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a TN system for Mandarin using
multi-head self-attention. This system aims to improve the
performance of the rule-based model combining with the ad-
vantages of a neural model. For a highly developed rule-based
model, improving the accuracy on general cases becomes a
bottleneck, but a neural model can help overcome this prob-
lem. From the results on the test data, the proposed system
improves the accuracy on NSW-SFW transformation by over
1.5% on sentence-level and still has a potential to improve
further. This is an obvious improvement based on the fully
developed rules, which can hardly improve anymore.
The future work includes other aspects of model ex-
plorations. Mandarin word segmentation methods will be
applied to replace the character-wise embedding with word-
level embedding. More sequence learning models and atten-
tion mechanisms will be experimented. And more labeled
dataset in other corpus will be supplemented for training.
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